The Pellet Enters the Melt Delivery System

Choosing a hot or cold runner system is a decision for the molder and moldmaker that must balance the processing window with budget and time.

By Rich Oles, Adam Domurat and Ken Jacob

There are two main types of melt delivery systems used in plastic injection molding—hot runner and cold runner—and many variables must be considered when choosing the right system for the job. But what’s the moldmaker’s role in choosing the appropriate system?

This decision is usually made by the molder before the request for quote (RFQ) is sent, but the impact of the decision is felt for years—three to five years in the automotive world and 10 to 15 in consumer products.

Tooling budgets focus primarily on material costs, labor and engineering time (mold flow, 3D modeling, toolpath programming), but they often do not take into consideration other costs that will be needed to get the project to the PPAP (production part approval process) date, where the part meets fit, function and appearance requirements. This is where the moldmaker can help influence the choice of melt delivery system.

A cold or hot runner will need to be serviced during the later phases of production, and, typically, no dollars are budgeted for this work. Meanwhile, the molder—the moldmaker’s customer—is fighting quality issues and having trouble meeting on-time delivery deadlines. What can you, the moldmaker, do to help alleviate these issues?

Get involved early. Build customer relationships based on confidence and trust from the beginning. A moldmaker who points out the potential issues and makes recommendations for the right design features adds value. In some extreme cases, you may need to decline a project because you know the current budget is ultimately setting the molder to fail. For example, an injection molder who insists that the tooling budget is fixed may end up spending future capacity, profits and resources. Educating the customer on these unpredictable costs will help both the molder and you. Ultimately, if you do accept a job with such a fixed tooling budget, you will be responsible for the mold’s performance, despite your earlier recommendations.

The decision on whether to use a cold or hot runner system is one such critical recommendation. During this decision-making process, the focus should turn away from the mold and toward the molding process. You need to figure out how to give the process engineer the largest processing window while also considering the budget and time. It’s a balancing act.

The processing window should allow for molding variables such as temperature (seasonal, water, etc.), machine variations, resin viscosity variation and operator error (incorrectly changing a setting). A cold or hot runner system will work for many projects, but the appropriate choice can only be made when the application (part quality) is considered.

In one particular Tier 1 injection molder’s application, the job calls for 200,000 parts per year to be made from an engineered, 40-per-
The mold is targeted to run in a 250-ton press with modern robotics and end-of-arm tooling (EOAT). The tooling budget is $70,000. Specifications include two or three tight dimensions and a Class A surface finish (paint, chrome, etc.).

From what you learned in January’s P2P article on resins, you probably realize that this application would most likely fail. Generally, you cannot use mineral-filled Nylon in Class A applications. Let’s adjust the application by removing the Class A requirement and making it a non-visible part with the same dimensional requirements.

Here are some factors to consider when selecting a cold runner or hot runner system for a job like this one:

- **Gating type and location.** Experience is priceless when it comes to making this decision, as there are many choices, including sub-gates, tab gates, lifter gates, slide gates, three-plate molds and gating direct onto the part. Prior to finalizing the mold design, a filling analysis is recommended for validation. Keep in mind the application requirements will influence this decision greatly. For example, part requirements take the overall assembly interaction into consideration, such as the part’s gate area, vestige height, dimples and the de-gated area.

- **A face-removable gate-inserted area made from wear-resistant material.** This is ideal in applications where high wear of the gating area is expected. Part requirements, such as no seam lines, may not allow for this. A good program manager working with the end customer is a huge asset in this situation. It’s all about communication and relationships.

- **Regrind.** What is the allowable percentage? What percentage of the total shot is the discarded runner?

- **Gate performance and consistency (gate size and shape over time).** These are the drivers in the decision, although runner length (cavity spacing and gate location) and diameter are also considerations.

- **Cold sprue or hot drop.** This is also referred to as a hot-to-cold system, or hot runner system to a cold runner system.

When specifically selecting a hot runner system, consider the following:

- Accurate temperature control along with the melt delivery path, and properly operating power cables and hot runner controllers.

- An equal (or smaller) number of heat zones in the system and zones on your hot runner controller.

- The control of the valve gate timing in relation to the injection sequence when using a valve-gated hot runner system. When the pin opens there should be no plastic pressure on the valve pin. This is true in single- and multi-drop valve gate applications. It's even more critical when molding shear-sensitive engineered resins.

- Electrical and valve gate connection requirements for mounting locations, space consumed and wire/tubing channels that are necessary for connecting everything in the mold. These channels can be an issue when trying to keep support and the correct number of mounting holes in the plate system.

Variations of these considerations are virtually endless, and they are dependent upon the application and molder requirements. The most important takeaway is that you execute an internal decision-making process that factors in the needs of everyone involved: the moldmaker, molder and end customer.
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